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“Ella Patel is a
fantastic, flawed,
sympathetic
protagonist who pops
off the page from the
moment you meet
her and leads you
on a breathtaking
adventure that is at
once poignant and
wondrous.”

9780857667878
416pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99
JANUARY
Science Fiction

Ken Liu, Hugo, Nebula,
and World Fantasy
winning author of The
Grace of Kings

Translation Rights:
Russell Galen,
Scovile Galen Ghosh
Available in ebook:
9780857667885

9780857667038
384pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
JANUARY
Fantasy
Rights Sold:
Audio
Available in ebook:
9780857667045

THE OUTLAW AND THE UPSTART KING

Wesley Chu

9780857665812
The Rise of Io

The superb aliens-in-your-head SF sequel to the wildly popular The
Rise of Io, by the author of the Tao series.
When Ella Patel’s mind was invaded by the Quasing alien, Io, she
was dragged into the raging Prophus versus Genjix war. Despite her
reservations, and Io’s incompetence, the Prophus were determined to
train her as an agent. It didn’t go well. Expelled after just two years,
Ella happily returned to con artistry, and bank robberies. But the
Quasing war isn’t done with them yet. The Genjix’s plan to contact
their homeworld has reached a critical stage, threatening all life on
Earth. To complete the project they need Io’s knowledge – and he’s
in Ella’s head – so now they’re both being hunted, again.
WESLEY CHU was born in Taiwan and immigrated to Chicago,
Illinois when he was just a pup. His debut, The Lives of Tao, earned
him a Young Adult Library Services Association Alex Award and
a Science Fiction Goodreads Choice Award Finalist slot. Chu is
currently co-writing Shadowhunters tie-in fiction with Cassandra
Clare.
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Emmi Itäranta, awardwinning author
of Memory of Water

£8.99

THE FALL OF IO
By the same author:

“I absolutely loved
The Queen of All
Crows. It’s a gripping
alternative history
adventure set in an
intriguing world.”

The Map of Unknown Things, Book II
Rod Duncan
By the same author:

Elizabeth Barnabus returns, to uncover the secrets and mysteries of
the Gas-Lit Empire, in the startling sequel to The Queen of All Crows.
As it is inked, so shall your oaths and bindings be.

9780857666994
The Queen of All Crows

Tattoos are the only law on the Island of the Free, and there can
never be a king. Every clan agrees on that. But a returning exile has
smuggled something across the water that could send the old ways
up in flames. Elias wants revenge on the men who severed his oaths
and made him an outlaw. But, if his wealth and honour are to be
restored, he’ll need help from the most unlikely quarter – a mysterious
woman, landed unwontedly on Newfoundland’s rocky shore.
ROD DUNCAN is the Leicester-based author of the acclaimed GasLit Empire series that started with The Bullet-Catcher’s Daughter, as
well as four crime novels. His film How to Make a Movie for 43
Pounds was made in 2014 and a second, narrated by Warwick
Davis, is currently in post-production.
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“Gripping, horrific,
and unique, James
Moore continues
to be a winner,
whatever genre
he’s writing in. Well
worth your time.”

9780857667465
416pp

Seanan McGuire,
New York Times
bestselling author of
the InCryptid and Toby
Daye series

Paperback
175 x 106mm
£8.99
JANUARY
Fantasy

9780857667892
349pp
Paperback
£8.99
FEBRUARY
Fantasy
World Rights

Available

Available

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857667472

9780857667908

GATES OF THE DEAD

THE INGENIOUS

The Tides of War, Book III
James A Moore

Darius Hinks
You might also like:

9780857665430
The Last Sacrifice

The end times have come, but it’s not too late for a hero to strike
back, in the grimdark fantasy sequel to The Last Sacrifice and Fallen
Gods.
Brogan McTyre started a war with the gods, and he’s going to end
it. Raging gods have laid waste to the Five Kingdoms. Only Torema
remains, swollen with millions of refugees. Their last hope lies in
fleeing by sea, but as storms tear at the coast, even King Opar can’t
muster enough ships for them all. Brogan and his warriors must fight
the He-Kisshi to reach the Gateway, the sole portal for gods to enter
the mortal world – and the only place where they can be killed. But
the forces of creation have been unleashed, and they’ll destroy the
world to reshape it.
JAMES A MOORE is the award-winning US author of over forty
novels – fantasy, thrillers and horror alike – including the critically
acclaimed Fireworks, the Serenity Falls trilogy and the epic Seven
Forges fantasies.
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The British Fantasy
Society

197 x 130mm

World Rights

By the same author:

“Mythic fiction as
it should be, a
high-magic, high
adventure, with
flawed, believable
characters, a good
story line and a
decent, fast pace.”

9780857667793
The Traitor God
Cameron Johnston

Political exiles are desperate to escape from the impossible city that
imprisons them, in this bloody and brilliant epic fantasy.
Thousands of years ago, the city of Athanor was set adrift in time
and space by alchemists, called “the Curious Men”. Ever since,
it has accumulated cultures, citizens and species into a vast,
unmappable metropolis. Isten and her gang of half-starved political
exiles live off petty crime and gangland warfare in Athanor’s
seediest alleys. Though they dream of returning home to lead a
glorious revolution, Isten’s downward spiral drags them into a mire of
addiction and violence. Isten must find a way to save the exiles and
herself if they are ever to build a better, fairer world for their distant
homeland.
DARIUS HINKS works and lives in Nottinghamshire, England. He
spent the nineties playing guitar for the grunge band Cable but when
his music career ended in a bitter law suit, he turned to writing.
His first novel, Warrior Priest, won the David Gemmell Morningstar
award and, so far at least, none of his novels have resulted in
litigation.
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“Delightful and
compulsively readable
account of the
escapades of two
strong willed sisters
determined to restore
their rightful place
though disreputable
means.”

9780857667779
346pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm

Tina Connolly, Nebulanominated author
of Ironskin

£8.99
FEBRUARY
Fantasy

9780857667649
448pp
Paperback
175 x 106mm
£8.99
Fantasy
Translation Rights:
Ann Collette, Rees

Avaialble

Agency

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857667786

9780857667656

FOG SEASON

THE BEAST OF NIGHTFALL LODGE

A Tale of Port Saint Frey
Patrice Sarath

9780857667755
The Sisters Mederos

A web of secrets and hidden identities ensnare two sisters and
their family, in this delightful historical fantasy sequel to The Sisters
Mederos.
After the shocking events of last summer, the high society of Port
Saint Frey has plenty to gossip about. Who was the Gentleman
Bandit? Why hasn’t he been captured? And what really happened
that night when the Guildmaster disappeared? When the Guild hires
Abel Fresnel, a detective with special powers of his own, to find the
answers, Tesara and Yvienne Mederos have to avoid his probing
questions and keep mum about their role in the events of that dark
night. Everything’s more or less under control until a dead man turns
up in the dumbwaiter…
PATRICE SARATH is an author and editor living in Austin, Texas.
Her novels include the fantasy series Books of the Gordath, and the
romance The Unexpected Miss Bennet. Her numerous short stories
have appeared in many magazines and anthologies.
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James Lovegrove for
the Financial Times

FEBRUARY

World Rights

By the same author:

“Pulp-fiction pastiches
are hardly rare these
days but few are as
artfully executed as
this one, it’s tongue-incheek joy from start to
finish.”

The Institute for Singular Antiquities, Book II
S A Sidor
By the same author:

9780857667618
Fury From the Tomb

A mysterious explorer hires a team of adventurers in the hunt for a
beast, in this rip-roaring sequel to Fury From the Tomb.
When Egyptologist Rom Hardy receives a strange letter from his
old friend, the bounty-hunting sniper Rex McTroy, he finds himself
drawn into a chilling mystery. In the mountains of New Mexico, a
bloodthirsty creature is on the loose, leaving a trail of bodies in its
wake. Now, a wealthy big game hunter has offered a staggering
reward for its capture, and Rom’s patron – the headstrong and
brilliant Evangeline Waterston -– has signed the team up for the
challenge. Awaiting them are blizzards, cold-blooded trappers,
remorseless hunters, a mad doctor, wild animals and a monster so
fearsome and terrifying, it must be a legend come to life.
S A SIDOR writes supernatural historical adventures. He lives near
Chicago with his family. He is also the author of four acclaimed dark
crime thrillers.
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“A wisecracking
caper that nevertheless
doesn’t skimp on the
details and human
cost of interstellar war,
like John Le Carré
meets The Stainless
Steel Rat.”

9780857668196
384pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm

Antony Johnston, creator
of Atomic Blonde

£8.99
MARCH

9780857667533
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99
MARCH

Translation Rights:

Science Fiction

Joshua Bilmes,

World Rights

JABberwocky

Available

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857668202

9780857667540

THE BAYERN AGENDA

PURE CHOCOLATE

Book One of the Galactic Cold War
Dan Moren

9780857664501
Outriders
Jay Posey

A new Cold War threatens the galaxy, in this fast-paced and
wisecracking thriller of spies and subterfuge.
Simon Kovalic, top intelligence operative for the Commonwealth of
Independent Systems, is on the frontline of the burgeoning Cold War
with the aggressive Illyrican Empire. He barely escapes his latest
mission with a broken arm, and vital intel which points to the Empire
cozying up to the Bayern Corporation: a planet-sized bank. There’s
no time to waste, but with Kovalic out of action, his undercover team
is handed over to his ex-wife, Lt Commander Natalie Taylor. When
Kovalic’s boss is tipped off that the Imperium are ready and waiting,
it’s up to the wounded spy to rescue his team and complete the
mission before they’re all caught and executed.
DAN MOREN is a novelist, freelance writer, and prolific podcaster.
A former senior editor at Macworld, his work has appeared in many
magazines and newspapers. He co-hosts tech podcasts Clockwise
and The Rebound, writes and hosts nerdy quiz show Inconceivable!
and appears on the award-winning The Incomparable.
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Beth Cato, author
of Breath of Earth

448pp

Science Fiction

You might also like:

“Free Chocolate is
quirky, fun, and
loaded with sci-fi
chocolatey goodness!
This book is a caloriefree treat.”

Book Two of the Chocoverse
Amber Royer
By the same author:

9780857667496
Free Chocolate

In a galaxy where chocolate is literally addictive, one celebrity chef
is fighting back, in the delicious sequel to Free Chocolate.
To save everyone she loves, Bo Bonitez is touring Zant, home of the
murderous, shark-toothed aliens who so recently tried to eat her. In
the midst of her stint as Galactic paparazzi princess, she discovers
that Earth has been exporting tainted chocolate to the galaxy, and
getting aliens hooked on cocoa. Bo must choose whether to go
public, or just smile for the cameras and make it home alive. She’s
already struggling with her withdrawal from the Invincible Heart, and
her love life has a life of its own, but when insidious mind worms
intervene, things start to get complicated!
AMBER ROYER teaches enrichment and continuing education
creative writing classes in Texas, USA. She spent five years as
a youth librarian, where she organized teen writers’ groups and
teen writing contests. In addition to two cookbooks co-authored
with her husband, Amber has published a number of articles on
gardening, crafting and cooking.
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“Hurley reuses old
tropes to excellent
effect, interweaving
them with original
elements to create
a world that will
fascinate and delight
her established
fans and appeal to
newcomers.”

9780857668233
392pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99
APRIL

Publishers Weekly,
Starred Review

Science Fiction
Translation Rights:

“A fascinating
and finely written
exploration of the
human and the alien.”
9780857668035
488pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99
APRIL
Science Fantasy

Liza Dawson

World Rights

Associates

Available

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857668240

9780857668042

THE LIGHT BRIGADE

BROKEN SHADOW

Kameron Hurley
By the same author:

9780857666611
The Stars Are Legion

The Light Brigade: it’s what soldiers fighting the war against Mars
call the ones who come back…different. Grunts in the corporate
corps get broken into light, travelling from interplanetary battlefronts.
Everyone is changed by what the corps must do. Those who survive
learn to stick to the mission brief — no matter what happens during
combat.
Dietz, a fresh recruit in the infantry, begins to experience combat
drops which don’t sync up with the platoon’s. And the bad drops tell
a story of war that’s not what the corporate brass want the soldiers
to think it is. Is Dietz really experiencing the war differently, or is it
combat madness? Trying to survive with sanity intact, Dietz is ready
to become a hero — or maybe even a villain. In war it’s hard to tell
the difference.
KAMERON HURLEY is an award-winning author, advertising
copywriter and online scribe, based in Ohio, USA. She has won the
Hugo Award, Kitschy Award, and Sydney J Bounds Award for Best
Newcomer and been shortlisted for many others.
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Adrian Tchaikovsky,
Arthur C Clarke
Award-winning author
of Children of Time

The Shadowlands, Book II
Jaine Fenn
By the same author:

9780857668011
Hidden Sun

The sky is falling, and only one dilettante scientist can save the
world, in the startling finale of the Shadowlands duology.
Rhia Harlyn risks death for science. Accused of heresy for promoting
an unorthodox cosmology, she must defend herself, her work and
her House alone. If only she could rely on her feckless brother
Etyan, transformed through the combination of an occult scientist’s
experiments and the harsh rays of the skyland sun. But she knows she
cannot. When Dej, Etyan’s half-alien lover, finally uncovers Etyan’s
dark secret she runs off into the perilous skyland. She is looking for
peace in a world that has rejected her; what she discovers instead
will change everyone’s lives.
JAINE FENN studied linguistics and astronomy before becoming a
full-time writer. Her first book, Principles of Angels, started the Hidden
Empire series of character-driven space opera novels. She won the
BSFA Shorter Fiction Award, and now divides her time between
original fiction, teaching creative writing, and writing for tabletop
and video games. She lives in Devon.
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“Pure wish fulfilment.
That is… assuming
you wish to be a
down-on-his-luck, halfunicorn space rogue,
struggling to reclaim
his starship and find
his lost horn against
an army of human
oppressors who hold
all the cards.”

9780857667830
384pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99
MAY
Science Fiction

G S Denning, author
of the Warlock Holmes
series

Translation Rights:
Sam Morgan, The
Foundry NYC

9780857668158
400pp
197 x 130mm
£8.99
MAY
Fantasy
Translation Rights:
Jennie Goloboy,
Donald Maass Literary
Agency
Available in ebook:

9780857667847

9780857668165

FIVE UNICORN FLUSH

SHADOWBLADE

TJ Berry

9780857667816
Space Unicorn Blues

Only one woman with a magical parasite can unite the galaxy, in
the mind-blowing SF sequel to Space Unicorn Blues.
Reasonspace is in shambles after the disappearance of all magical
creatures. Without faster-than-light travel, supply and communication
routes have dried up, leaving humankind stranded and starving.
Cowboy Jim and his complement of Reason soldiers search for
the relocated Bala using the only surviving FTL drive. On their new
utopian planet, the Bala are on the brink of civil war between those
who want peace under old-fashioned unicorn rule and those who
seek revenge on their human oppressors. Only Captain Jenny and
her new brain parasite can stop the Reason plan to enslave the Bala
again.
TJ BERRY grew up between Repulse Bay, Hong Kong and the New
Jersey shore. She has been a political blogger, bakery owner, and
spent a disastrous two weeks working in a razor blade factory. TJ
co-hosts the Warp Drives Podcast with her husband, in which they
explore science fiction, fantasy, and horror. Her short fiction has
appeared in Pseudopod and PodCastle.
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Gregory Frost, author
of Shadowbridge

Paperback

Available in ebook:

By the same author:

“Anna Kashina’s
novels always provide
fast action, treachery,
and a rich world in
which to immerse.”

Anna Kashina
By the same author:

9780857666055
Assassin Queen

A young sword prodigy must impersonate a lost princess for a
deadly political game, in this romantic epic fantasy by the author of
the award-winning Majat Code series.
Naia dreams of becoming a Jaihar Blademaster, but after assaulting
a teacher, her future seems ruined. The timely intervention of a
powerful stranger suddenly elevates her into elite Upper Grounds
training. She has no idea that the stranger is the well-connected Dal
Gassan. Seventeen years ago he rescued the sole survivor from the
massacre of the royal court: a baby girl. Gassan plans to thrust a
blade into the machinations of imperial succession: Naia. Disguised
as the legendary Princess Xarimet of Challimar, Naia must challenge
the emperor, and win. Naia is no princess, but with her desert-kissed
eyes and sword skills she might be close enough…
ANNA KASHINA is inspired by her diverse backgrounds as a
Russian-born scientist, a competitive ballroom dancer, and a fan
of martial arts, history, and folklore. She lives in the US Northeast,
where she combines her career in biomedical research and her
passion for writing.
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“Jackson writes
fantasy that is
intelligent, gripping,
and real. Action
and intrigue pull you
into the story, and
his sharply drawn
characters keep you
there.”

9780857667939
528pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99

Kate Elliott, author of
Cold Magic and Black
Wolves

MAY
Fantasy
Translation Rights:

9780857668134
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99
JUNE
Science Fiction
Rights Sold:

Knight Agency

CZE

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857667946

9780857668141

TIME’S DEMON

THE OUTSIDE

Book II of the Islevale Cycle
D B Jackson

Ada Hoffman
You might also like:

9780857667915
Time’s Children

Two time-traveling heroes must change the future before they are
murdered in the past, in the incredible fantasy sequel to Time’s
Children.
Fifteen year-old Tobias Doljan Walked back in time to prevent a war,
but found himself trapped in an adult body, his king murdered and
with an infant princess, Sofya, to protect. Now, joined by fellow
Walker and Spanner, Mara, together they must find a way to undo
the timeline which orphaned the princess and destroyed their future.
Arrayed against them are assassins who share their time-traveling
powers, but have dark ambitions of their own, and the Tirribin
demon, Droë, whose desperate quest for human love and Tobias
leads her into alliances which threaten all of Islevale.
D B JACKSON is the Crawford Fantasy Award-winning author of
more than twenty novels and as many short stories. David has a
Master’s and PhD in US history. His books have been translated
into a dozen languages. He and his family live in the mountains of
Appalachia in the United States.
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A Merc Rustad, Nebula
Award finalist and
author of So You Want
to be a Robot.

472pp

Lucienne Diver, The

By the same author:

“There awaits
wonders and horrors
alike, wrapped
in delicious prose
and unforgettable
imagery.””

9780857667083
The Wrong Stars
Tim Pratt

Humanity’s super-intelligent AI gods brutally punish breaches in
reality, as one young scientist discovers, in this intense and brilliant
space opera.
Autistic scientist, Yasira Shien, is a genuis developing a radical new
energy drive which could change the future of humanity. But on
activation reality warps, destroying the space station and everyone
aboard. The AI gods who rule the galaxy declare her work heretical,
and Yasira is abducted by their agents. Instead of simply executing
her, they offer mercy, if she’ll help them hunt down a bigger target:
her own mysterious, vanished mentor. With her homeworld’s fate
in the balance, Yasira must choose who to trust: the gods and their
ruthless post-human angels, or the rebel scientist whose unorthodox
mathematics could turn her world inside out.
ADA HOFFMANN is a Canadian graduate student trying to teach
computers to write poetry. Her critically acclaimed stories and
poems have appeared in Strange Horizons, Asimov’s, Uncanny, and
beyond. Ada was diagnosed with Asperger syndrome at 13, and is
passionate about autistic self-advocacy.
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“A genuine pageturner, beautifully
written and exciting
from start to finish.”
Locus

9780857668257
136pp
Paperback
260 x 168mm
£12.99/$19.95
JUNE
Science Fiction
World Rights
Available

LIEGE-KILLER – THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
Christopher Hinz & Jon Proctor
By the same author:

9780857666208
Binary Storm

Christopher Hinz’s award-winning novel stunningly reimagined as a
graphic novel.
Two hundred years after a nuclear apocalypse forced humanity to
flee Earth, humans still remember the planet’s most-feared warriors
– the Paratwa, genetically modified killers who occupy two bodies
controlled by one vicious mind. The legendary Paratwa named
Reemul, known as the Liege-Killer, was the deadliest of them all.
Now someone has revived Reemul from stasis and sent him to
terrorize the peaceful orbital colonies of Earth. Is this an isolated
incident, or just the opening salvo in a plan to take control of the
entire human race?
CHRISTOPHER HINZ is the author of five science fiction books.
Liege-Killer won the Compton Crook Award for best first novel and
was nominated for the John W Campbell Award for best new writer.
He has written screenplays and a graphic novel, scripted comics
for DC and Marvel, and has worked as a newspaper reporter and
technical administrator of a small TV station.
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“The Traitor God by
Cameron Johnston is
part murder mystery,
part detective story,
and all fantasy that’s
full of magic, shady
villains and even
shadier heroes. A
hugely enjoyable
tale.”

9780857668097
432pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99

Edward Cox, author of
the Relic Guild Trilogy

JUNE
Fantasy

“Fast-paced and
intriguing with an
African inspired
setting that makes a
refreshing change.”
432pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99
JULY
Fantasy

World Rights

World Rights

Available

Available

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857668103

9780857667861

GOD OF BROKEN THINGS

PALE KINGS

The Age of Tyranny, Book II
Cameron Johnston

Micah Yongo
By the same author:

By the same author:

9780857667793
The Traitor God

An outcast magician risks body and mind to save the world from
horrifying daemons, in the heart-pounding epic fantasy sequel to The
Traitor God.
Tyrant magus Edrin Walker destroyed the monster sent by the
Skallgrim, but not before it laid waste to Setharis and infested their
magical elite with mind-controlling parasites. Edrin’s own Gift to
seize the minds of others was cracked by the strain of battle, and he
barely survives the interrogation of a captured magus. There’s no time
to recover: a Skallgrim army marches on the Clanholds. Edrin and a
coterie of villains race to stop them, but the mountains are filled with
gods, daemons, magic, and his hideous past. Walker can stop at
nothing to win, even if that means losing his mind. Or worse…
CAMERON JOHNSTON lives in Glasgow, Scotland, with his
wife and an extremely fluffy cat. He is a swordsman, a gamer,
an enthusiast of archaeology, history and mythology, a builder of
LEGO, and owns far too many books to fit on his shelves. He loves
exploring ancient sites and camping out under the stars.
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Anna Smith Spark,
author of The Court
of Broken Knives

9780857667854

When the gods return to claim their world, the Five Realms will fall,
in this earth-shaking epic fantasy thriller from the author of Lost Gods.
For centuries the Five Realms have been at peace, but now a
nameless enemy is tearing apart their borders. When a young
assassin, Neythan, is summoned to Súnam, he expects to help
uncover the enemy, but is instead confronted with secrets from his
forgotten childhood, all somehow linked to the ancient scroll he
has always carried. As the invasion continues, and the supernatural
forces responsible are unveiled, Neythan must learn the truth about
the power that lies in his blood... before it is too late.

9780857667373
Lost Gods

MICAH YONGO is a Manchester-based journalist, writer and
videographer. When he’s not writing articles he can be found
lamenting the often rainy weather in his beloved hometown, working
on his true passion – fiction writing – or blogging about the varied
things that make the world, and those living in it.
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“I’ve been waiting
for a book like this
for years. Original,
exciting, Smoke
Eaters is a red-hot
page-turner.”

9780857667977
384pp
Paperback

Adam Christopher,
author of Empire
State and Made to Kill

197 x 130mm
£7.99
JULY

“A bold new voice in
Israeli fantasy... an
enchanting debut.”
9780857668110
400pp
Paperback
197 x 130mm
£8.99

Fantasy

AUGUST

Translation Rights:

Fantasy

Paul Stevens, Donald

World Rights

Maass Literary

Available Excluding

Agency

Hebrew

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857667984

9780857668127

THE HEART OF THE CIRCLE

ASH KICKERS
Sean Grigsby
By the same author:

Dragons vs Firemen vs the Phoenix, in the scorching fantasy sequel
to Smoke Eaters.

Keren Landsman
You might also like:

Throughout human history there have always been sorcerers, once
idolised and now exploited for their powers. In Israel, the Sons of
Simeon, a group of religious extremists, persecute sorcerers while the
government turns a blind eye. After a march for equal rights ends in
brutal murder, empath, moodifier and reluctant waiter Reed becomes
the next target. While his sorcerer and normie friends seek out his
future killers, Reed complicates everything by falling hopelessly in
love. As the battle for survival grows ever more personal, can Reed
protect himself and his friends as the Sons of Simeon close in around
them?

9780857665553
The Mirror Empire
Kameron Hurley

KEREN LANDSMAN is a mother, a writer, a medical doctor who
specializes in Epidemiology and Public health, and a blogger. She
is one of the founders of Mida’at, an NGO dedicated to promoting
public health in Israel. She works in the Levinski clinic in Tel Aviv. She
has won the Geffen Award three times, most recently for the short
story collection ‘Broken Skies’.

With ex-firefighter Cole Brannigan in command of the Smoke Eaters,
the dragon menace is under control. Thanks to non-lethal Canadian
tech, the beasts are tranquilized and locked up, rather than killed.
But for Tamerica Williams, this job although filled with action and
danger, has become tedious routine.

9780857667731
Smoke Eaters

When a new threat emerges, a legendary bird of fire – the Phoenix
– it’s the perfect task for Williams. But killing the Phoenix just brings
it back stronger, spreading fire like a plague and whipping dragons
into a frenzy. Will it prove to be too much excitement, even for
adrenalin-junkie Williams?
SEAN GRIGSBY is a professional firefighter in central Arkansas,
where he writes about lasers, aliens, and guitar battles with the Devil
when he’s not fighting dragons.
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Lavie Tidhar, World
Fantasy Award winning
author of Osama and
Central Central Station.
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9780857668295

9780857668264

320pp

400pp

Paperback

Paperback

197 x 130mm

197 x 130mm

£8.99

£8.99

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Science Fiction

Fantasy

Translation Rights:

Translation Rights:

Camoern McLure at

Caitlin McDonald at

Donald Maass Literary

Donald Maass Literary

Agency

Agency

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857668301

9780857668271

SHROUDED LOYALTIES

THE RESURRECTIONIST OF CALIGO

Reese Hogan
You might also like:

9780857665348
United States of Japan
Peter Tieryas
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Naval officer Mila Blackwood is determined to keep her country’s
most powerful secret – shrouding, the ability to traverse their planet in
seconds through an alternate realm – out of enemy hands. But spies
are everywhere: her submarine has been infiltrated by a Dhavnak
agent, and her teenage brother has been seduced by an enemy
soldier. When Blackwood’s submarine is attacked by a monster, she
and fellow sailor, Holland, are marked with special abilities whose
manifestations could end the war – but in whose favor? Forced
to submit to military scientists in her paranoid and war-torn home,
Blackwood soon learns that the only people she can trust might also
be the enemy.
REESE HOGAN has a Bachelor’s degree in English and a minor
in journalism. Hogan has spent the last twenty years honing her
craft by taking classes, listening to podcasts, and attending writing
workshops and critique groups. She is passionate about music,
especially alternative and punk rock, and adamantly believes that
art can reach out in a way no other form of communication can. She
lives with her family in New Mexico.

Wendy Trimboli & Alicia Zalooga
You might also like:

“Man of Science” Roger Weathersby scrapes out a risky living
digging up corpses for medical schools. When he’s framed for the
murder of one of his cadavers, he’s forced to trust in the superstitions
he’s always rejected: his former friend, Princess Sibylla, offers to
commute Roger’s execution in a blood magic ritual which will bind
him to her forever. With little choice, he finds himself indentured to
Sibylla and propelled into an investigation. There’s a murderer loose
in the city of Caligo, and the duo must navigate science and sorcery,
palace intrigue and dank boneyards to catch the butcher before the
killings tear their whole country apart.

9780857667267
Under the Pendulum
Sun
Jeannette Ng

ALICIA ZALOGA grew up in Virginia Beach and has a writing
degree from Columbia College Chicago. When she’s not dealing
with life’s chores, she plays bass, doodles and threads beads.
WENDY TRIMBOLI grew up in England, Germany and the United
States, and learned to speak two languages. She attended the US
Air Force Academy and worked as an intelligence officer. She has a
creative writing MFA from Vermont College of Fine Arts, and lives in
Colorado with her family, border collie, and far too many books.
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9780857668318
400pp
Paperback

9780857668172

197 x 130mm

400pp

£8.99

Paperback

SEPTEMBER

197 x 130mm

Fantasy

£8.99

Translation Rights:

OCTOBER

Lisa Allebera at

Science Fiction

Kimberley Cameron &

World Rights

Associates

Available

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857668325

9780857668189

THE IMAGINARY CORPSE

STARSHIP ALCHEMON

Tyler Hayes
You might also like:

9780857666734
The Body Library
Jeff Noon

Most ideas fade away when we’re done with them. Some we love
enough to become Real. But what about the ones we love, and walk
away from?
Tippy the triceratops was once a little girl’s imaginary friend, a
dinosaur detective who could help her make sense of the world. But
when her father died, Tippy fell into the Stillreal, the underbelly of
the Imagination, where discarded ideas go when they’re too Real
to disappear. Now, he passes time doing detective work for other
unwanted ideas until he runs into The Man in the Coat, a nightmare
monster who can do the impossible: kill an idea permanently. Now
Tippy must overcome his own trauma and solve the case, before
there’s nothing left but imaginary corpses.
TYLER HAYES is a science fiction and fantasy writer from Northern
California. He writes stories he hopes will show people that not
only are we not alone in this terrifying world, but we might just
make things better. His fiction has appeared online and in print in
anthologies from Alliteration Ink, Graveside Tales, and Aetherwatch.
The Imaginary Corpse is Tyler’s debut novel.
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Christopher Hinz
You might also like:

Far from Earth, the AI-guided vessel Alchemon discovers a bizarre
creature whose malignant powers are amplified by the presence
of LeaMarsa de Host, a gifted but troubled Psionic. The ship
is soon caught in a maelstrom of psychic turbulence that drives
one crewmember insane and frees the creature from its secure
containment. Now Captain Ericho Solorzano and the survivors must
fight for their lives against a shrewd enemy that not only can attack
them physically, emotionally and intellectually, but which seeks
control of their sentient ship as a prelude to a murderous assault on
the human species.

9780857667588
Terminus
Tristan Palmgren

CHRISTOPHER HINZ is the author of seven science fiction books.
Cult classic Liege-Killer won the Compton Crook Award for best
first novel and was nominated for the John W. Campbell Award
for best new writer. He has scripted comics for DC and Marvel,
and has written screenplays and teleplays. He resides in Reading,
Pennsylvania, U.S.
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9780857667694
384pp

9780857668349

Paperback

100pp

175 x 106mm

Paperback

£8.99

175 x 106mm

OCTOBER

£4.99

Science Fiction

OCTOBER

Translation Rights:

Science Fiction

Ginger Clark at Curtis

World Rights

Brown New York

Available

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857667700

9780857668356

THE FORBIDDEN STARS

DUCHAMP VS EINSTEIN

BOOK III OF THE AXIOM
Tim Pratt

Christopher Hinz & Etan Ilfeld
You might also like:

By the same author:

9780857667670
The Dreaming Stars
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Aliens known as the Liars gave humanity access to the stars through
twenty-nine wormholes. They didn’t mention that other aliens, the
ancient, tyrannical – but thankfully sleeping – Axiom occupied all
the other systems. When the twenty-ninth fell silent, humanity chalked
it up to radical separatists and moved on. But now, on board the
White Raven, Captain Callie and her crew of Axiom-hunters receive
word that the twenty-ninth colony may have met a very different
fate. With their bridge generator they skip past the wormhole, and
discover another Axiom project, fully awake, and poised to pour
through the wormhole gate into all the worlds of humanity…
TIM PRATT is a Hugo Award-winning SF and fantasy author,
who has also been a finalist for World Fantasy, Sturgeon, Stoker,
Mythopoeic, and Nebula Awards, among others. Since 2001
he has worked for Locus, the magazine of the science fiction and
fantasy field, where he currently serves as senior editor. He lives in
Berkeley, California, with his wife and son.

An alien time-traveler ensnared in Earth’s 20th century plots her
escape by changing humanity’s fate, and not for the better. But her
strange encounters with Marcel Duchamp and Albert Einstein take an
unexpected turn when she realizes she’s pregnant.
CHRISTOPHER HINZ is the author of five science fiction books.
Liege-Killer won the Compton Crook Award for best first novel and
was nominated for the John W. Campbell Award for best new writer.
He has written screenplays and a graphic novel, scripted comics
for DC and Marvel, and has worked as a newspaper reporter and
technical administrator of a small TV station.

9780857667434
Quietus
Tristan Palmgren

ETAN ILFELD is the author of Beyond Contemporary Art and holds
a physics degree from Stanford University. He is a US chess master
and the inventor of Diving Chess where each player can think for as
long as they can hold their breath. Ilfeld is the founder of Tenderpixel
gallery, Tenderbooks, Repeater Books, and the managing director of
Watkins Books and the Mind Sports Olympiad.
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9780857668059
400pp

9780857665621

Paperback

464pp

197 x 130mm

Paperback

£8.99

197 x 130mm

NOVEMBER

£8.99

Fantasy

NOVEMBER

Translation Rights:

Fantasy

JABberwocky Literary

World Rights

Agency

Available

Available in ebook:

Available in ebook:

9780857668066

9780857665638

SIXTEENTH WATCH

THE BROKEN HEAVENS

Book III of the Worldbreaker Saga
Kameron Hurley

Myke Cole
You might also like:

9780857664839
The Ark
Patrick S Tomlinson
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A lifelong Search-and-Rescue woman, Coast Guard Captain Jane
Oliver is ready for a peaceful retirement. But when tragedy strikes,
Oliver loses her husband and her plans for the future, and finds
herself thrust into a role she’s not prepared for. Suddenly at the helm
of the Coast Guard’s elite SAR-1 lunar unit, Oliver is the only woman
who can prevent the first lunar war in history, a conflict that will surely
consume not only the moon, but Earth as well.
MYKE COLE was a security contractor, government civilian
and military officer, and his career has run the gamut from
Counterterrorism to Cyber Warfare to Federal Law Enforcement.
He’s done three tours in Iraq and was recalled to serve during the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill. He recently joined the cast of Hunted
on CBS as part of an elite team of fugitive hunters.

By the same author:

9780857665584
Empire Ascendant

The Dhai nation has broken apart under the onslaught of the Tai Kao,
invaders from a parallel world. With the Dhai in retreat, Kirana,
leader of the Tai Kao, establishes a base in Oma’s temple and
instructs her astrologers to discover how they can use the ancient
holy place to close the way between worlds. With all the connected
worlds ravaged by war and Oma failing, only one world can
survive. Who will be sacrificed, and what will the desperate people
of these worlds do to protect themselves?
KAMERON HURLEY is an award-winning author, advertising
copywriter and online scribe. She has won the Hugo Award, Kitschy
Award, and Sydney J Bounds Award for Best Newcomer; she has
also been a finalist for the Arthur C Clarke Award, Nebula Award,
Locus Award, BFS Award, the David Gemmell Morningstar Award,
and the BSFA Award for Best Novel. Her non-fiction has been
featured in The Atlantic, Locus, and the game-changing collection
The Geek Feminist Revolution.
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BACKLIST

HUNGER MAKES THE WOLF

BLOOD BINDS THE PACK

9780857666437 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666475 | Paperback | £7.99

Translation Rights: DongWon Song, Howard

Translation Rights: DongWon Song, Howard

Morhaim Agency

Morhaim Agency

THE QUEEN OF ALL CROWS

MOONSHINE

9780857666994 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857667342 | Paperback | £8.99

Rights Sold: Audio

World Rights Available

THE LAST SACRIFICE

FALLEN GODS

QUIETUS

TERMINUS

9780857665430 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857665461 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857667434 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857667588 | Paperback | £8.99

World Rights Available

World Rights Available

Rights Sold: Audio

World Rights Available
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THE REBELLION’S LAST TRAITOR

QUEEN OF THE STRUGGLE

A MAN OF SHADOWS

THE BODY LIBRARY

9780857666550 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666598 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857666697 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666734| Paperback | £8.99

Translation Rights: Stacia Decker,

Translation Rights: Stacia Decker,

Rights Sold: Russia, Audio, French

Rights Sold: Russia, Audio

Dunow Carlson & Lerner

Dunow Carlson & Lerner

SMOKE EATERS

DAUGHTERS OF FORGOTTEN LIGHT

SKYFARER

DRAGON ROAD

9780857667731 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857667953 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666758 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666796 | Paperback | £7.99

Translation Rights: Paul Stevens,

Translation Rights: Paul Stevens,

Rights Sold: Audio

World Rights Available

Donald Maass Agency

Donald Maass Agency

32

33

THE SISTERS MEDEROS

FURY FROM THE TOMB

THE TRAITOR GOD

LOST GODS

9780857667755 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857667618 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857667793 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857667373 | Paperback | £8.99

Rights Sold: German

Translation Rights: Ann Collette, Rees Agency

Rights Sold: Czech, Hungary

Rights Sold: Czech

FREE CHOCOLATE

SPACE UNICORN BLUES

IMPLANTED

HIDDEN SUN

9780857667502 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857667816 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857667991 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857668011 | Paperback | £8.99

World Rights Available

Translation Rights: Sam Morgan,

Translation Rights: Lana Popovich,

World Rights Available

The Foundry NYC

Chalberg Sussman
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THE WRONG STARS

THE DREAMING STARS

9780857667083 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857667670 | Paperback | £7.99

Translation Rights: Ginger Clark,

Translation Rights: Ginger Clark,

Curtis Brown NY

Curtis Brown NY

SILENT HALL

DRAKE

9780857665669

9780857665102

Paperback

Paperback

£8.99

£8.99

Translation Rights:

Rights Sold: Czech

Evan Gregory, Ethan

Republic, Spain,

Ellenberg Agency

Audio

AMONG THE FALLEN

DOMINION

9780857665690

9780857666116

Paperback

Paperback

£8.99

£8.99

Translation Rights:

Rights Sold: Czech

Evan Gregory, Ethan

Republic, Audio

Ellenberg Agency

A BREACH IN THE

DAMNATION

HEAVENS

9780857666635

9780857667403

Paperback

Paperback

£8.99

£8.99

Rights Sold: Audio

Translation Rights:
Evan Gregory, Ethan
Ellenberg Agency

TIME’S CHILDREN

A PERFECT MACHINE

9780857667915 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666291 | Paperback | £8.99

Translation Rights: Lucienne Diver,

Rights Sold: Audio

The Knight Agency
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THE ARK

INFERNAL DEVICES

BLADES OF THE OLD

THE BURIED LIFE

9780857664839

9780857660961

EMPIRE

9780857665201

Paperback

Paperback

9780857664112

Paperback

£8.99

£8.99

Paperback

£8.99

Rights Sold: German,

Rights Sold: Italy,

£8.99

Rights Sold: Japan

Czech

Japan, Audio

World Rights
Available

TRIDENT’S FORGE

FIENDISH SCHEMES

THE GUILD OF

CITIES AND

9780857664860

9780857666871

ASSASSINS

THRONES

Paperback

Paperback

9780857665263

9780857665522

£8.99

£8.99

Paperback

Paperback

Rights Sold: German

World Rights

£8.99

£8.99

Available

World Rights

World Rights

Available

Available

CHILDREN OF THE

GRIM EXPECTATIONS

ASSASSIN QUEEN

THE SONG OF THE

DIVIDE

9780857666901

9780857666055

DEAD

9780857666819

Paperback

Paperback

9780857666093

Paperback

£8.99

£8.99

Paperback

£8.99

Rights Sold: Audio

World Rights

£8.99

Available

World Rights

World Rights
Available
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THE CROWN OF

vN

THE BLOOD

9780857662613

9780857660572

Paperback

Paperback

£8.99

£7.99

Rights Sold: Japan,

Rights Sold: Czech

Audio

Republic, Audio

THE CROWN OF

iD

THE CONQUEROR

9780857663108

9780857661203

Paperback

Paperback

£8.99

£7.99

Rights Sold: Audio

DR POTTER’S MEDICINE SHOW

THE TRIALS OF SOLOMON PARKER

9780857666376 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666406 | Paperback | £8.99

World Rights Available

World Rights Available

AN ACCIDENT OF STARS

A TYRANNY OF QUEENS

9780857665843 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857665874 | Paperback | £8.99

Jennie Goloby, Donald Maass Literary Agency

Jennie Goloby, Donald Maass Literary Agency

Rights Sold: Czech
Republic, Audio

THE CROWN OF

THE SUBJUGATE

THE USURPER

9780857667717

9780857661326

Paperback

Paperback

£8.99

£7.99

World Rights

Rights Sold: Czech

Available

Republic, Audio
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UNITED STATES OF JAPAN

THE STARS ARE LEGION

THE INTERMINABLES

IMMORTAL ARCHITECTS

9780857665324 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666611 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857665904 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857665935 | Paperback | £8.99

Rights Sold: Japan, China, Czech Republic,

Translation Rights: Liza Dawson Associates

Rights Sold: Italy, Audio

World Rights Available

THE MIRROR EMPIRE

EMPIRE ASCENDANT

KOJIKI

KOKORO

9780857665553 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857665584 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666147 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666178 | Paperback | £8.99

Rights Sold: Czech Republic, German,

Rights Sold: Turkey, Audio

Rights Sold: Audio

Rights Sold: Audio

Spain, Audio

Turkey, Hungary, Audio
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THE SINGULAR AND EXTRAORDINARY

THE CONTRARY TALE OF THE

NUMENERA: THE POISON EATER

THE STRANGE: MYTH OF THE MAKER

TALE OF MIRROR AND GOLIATH

BUTTERFLY GIRL

9780857666345 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857666499 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857664419 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857664440 | Paperback | £8.99

Rights Sold: Italy, Audio

Rights Sold: Audio

Rights Sold: Bulgaria

World Rights Available

EMBEDDED

BINARY STORM

PEACEMAKER

MYTHMAKER

9780857661517 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857666208 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857664174 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857664204 | Paperback | £8.99

Rights Sold: France, Germany, Spain, Hungary,

Rights Sold: Audio

World Rights Available

World Rights Available

Russia, Audio
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THE HAMMER AND THE BLADE

A DISCOURSE IN STEEL

PRETTY LITTLE DEAD THINGS

DEAD BAD THINGS

9780857662446 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857662521 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857660695 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857661265 | Paperback | £7.99

Rights Sold: Germany, USA, Audio

Rights Sold: Germany, USA, Audio

Rights Sold: Audio

Rights Sold: Audio

ANGEL OF DEATH

DEATH’S DISCIPLES

THE WATERBORNE BLADE

WATERBORNE EXILE

9780857660190 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857660725 | Paperback | £7.99

9780857664358 | Paperback | £8.99

9780857664389 | Paperback | £8.99

Rights Sold: France, Audio

Rights Sold: Audio

Rights Sold: Audio

Rights Sold: Audio
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